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ABSTRACT: In order to determine the influence of operating parameters when steam turbine operating on the
properties of tilting pad bearing oil film of steam turbine, thermal power plant, taking four-pad tilting pad bearing as
an example, adopts Pro/E and ANSYS, selects the SST turbulence model to calculate the 3D model, and simulates the
influence of the oil inlet pressure, the oil inlet temperature, offset and the speed of journal on the properties of
four-pad tilting pad bearing oil film, considering the tile gap and mutual influence between tiles. The conclusion is
drawn by comparison: the influence of oil inlet pressure on characteristics of oil film is smaller; the influence of oil
temperature, offset and the speed of journal on the properties of tilting pad bearing oil film of steam turbines is bigger;
therefore these three parameters should be strictly monitored.
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INTRODUCTION

Tilting tile bearing due to its good stability and vibration resistance is widely used in large-capacity generating set [1].
The lubrication performance is the key to ensure the normal operation of equipment. If the lubrication performance is
not good, bush burning phenomenon often appears, making the whole equipment unable to run. Then it needs to stop
the machine and replace tilting tile bearing, which causes great economic loss. In order to solve the above problem,
article [2] chooses FLUENT6.3 as tools for simulation analysis of dynamic and static pressure bearing flow field and
presents relatively accurate details of fluid flow, such as velocity field, pressure field, temperature field distribution of
time-varying characteristics, but it does not consider the influence of external factors on the properties of tilting tile
sliding bearing oil film.

In this paper, the author, based on the finite element method, carries out computer simulation for circular four-pad
tilting pad bearing lubrication under the circumstances that oil inlet pressure, oil inlet temperature, offset and speed of
journal are different and compares the influence of each case on the characteristics of oil film so as to offer basic data
for actual designs and experiment by ANSYS software to calculate the distributions of shape of the oil film of circular
four-pad tilting pad bearing, the oil film pressure and the oil film temperature.

THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF CFD

Basic Equations

By the law of conservation of mass, mass flowing into control body minus the mass flowing out of control body is
equal to the increase rate of the mass in the control body, and the flowing of sliding bearing lubricating oil can be
described with the following equation [3]:

(1) Continuity Equation
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In equation, p is oil density; and v is velocity vector.

(2) Momentum Conservation Equation
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In equation, p is the pressure on microelement of fluid body; pg is gravity; F is external volume force; Stress tensor t
is as follows:
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In equation, is powered viscosity;  is tensor for the unit.

This paper assumes that when lubricating oil is in the process of flowing, the viscous force does not change with
temperature. Then, equation N-S for Viscous fluid without compression can be reduced to:
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(3) Energy Conservation Equation
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In equation,  is heat transfer coefficient of Fourier law;  is dissipation coefficient, which expresses the power of
viscous stress.

The Choice of Model

Fluid turbulence is a three-dimensional, random and unstable process with flow layer mixed. When the fluid inertia
force is in the fairly same magnitude as viscous force, the fluid turbulence occurs [4]. Due to the lubricating oil
flowing into the bearing is through pressure entrance which has impact on the journal, mutual disturbance of
lubricating oil is large. And wear and corrosion, etc of the bearing tiles strengthens the mutual disturbance of
lubricating oil. In engineering calculation, the most commonly used turbulence model is - and -ω model. Energy
equation for- is:
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In equation (8): Ci

1
, Ci
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,   ,  i are constant; k is the variation of velocity fluctuations, which expresses turbulent

kinetic energy;  is speed fluctuation dissipation rate, which expresses turbulent kinetic energy dissipation;  t is
turbulent viscosity which is related to turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation;   is the
product of viscous force and buoyancy turbulence.

But if there is a fluid shock environment or if fluid motion state is not in fully turbulent motion, it can lead to incorrect
calculation whose influence on fluid viscosity can be ignored and the fully turbulent flow process simulation can be
completed. But in this article lubricants motion state is in high rotating speed of narrow gap, fluid viscous force must
be considered due to the eccentricity of the rotor and the existence of oil mouth pressure. Lubricating oil is in the
turbulent state, so this method cannot be applied to the calculation of oil film motions [5].

Considering that turbulent Shear Stress should not be neglected in sliding bearing lubrication oil, this paper uses SST
(Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model applied to high precision of the boundary layer, which is more accurate
than RNA  -  model and  -  model and has good stability and convergence. SST  - model changes the cross
diffusion in the omega equation and turbulent viscosity formula, and it can better calculate the influence and spread of
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the turbulent shear stress. The biggest advantage of SST is that it takes turbulent shear stress into consideration, which
can accurately predict the beginning of the flow and the separation of flow under the condition negative pressure
gradient and do not cause excessive prediction to eddy viscosity.

The equation for eddy viscosity is:
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Mixed function value is expressed as:

)tanh(arg411 F (10)
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In those equations, F1 and F2 are mixed functions. When there is no suitable free shear flow, they are used to
constraint number of restrictions on the surface layer; y is the distance to the nearest wall; S is an estimate of strain; K
is per unit volume of turbulence kinetic energy;  is viscosity coefficient for lubricating oil movement;  expresses 
equation;  expresses equation.

Solutions

a) towards the two fulcrum b) between the two fulcrums

Figure 1. Tilting pad radial bearing pad layout.

According to Mechanical Design Manual [6], there are two main ways of tile layout (Figure 1). Under the condition
of the same minimum oil film thickness of the largest-load tile, the load is between the two fulcrums (as shown in
Figure 1 (b)); bearing capacity of bearing is greater. Therefore, four-pad tilting pad bearing in this article chooses the
model whose load is between two fulcrums.

Set tilting tile bearing of steam turbine rotating speed n = 3000 r/min, journal d = 80 mm diameter, bearing arc length
L, pivot position to the inlet arc length as Lc, pivot position Lc/L = 0.6, tile aspect ratio L/B = 1, tile for Z = 4, the
filling factor  = 0.7, tile arc length L = d/Z = 44 mm, tile width B = L (L/B) = 44 mm, tile central Angle
=2L/d=38º , bearing width to diameter ratio B = B/d = 0.55, the relative clearance = 0.002, machining gap c as
0.08 mm, installation clearance ca as 0.05 mm, eccentricity e as 0.03 mm. Oil film thickness of each tile fulcrum is as
follows
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In equation, i - angle between bearing hole center and the axis of the attachment to all tile protection radius.

According to equation (13):

To connect Pro/E and ANSYS seamlessly [7] first, use Pro/E to make tilting tile oil film model as shown in Figure 2,
and then put it into ANSYS using ICEM CFD as shown in Figure 2. Because the oil film thickness is small, use the
structured grid of hexahedron unit. Pressure difference format uses linear difference, other equation discrete formats
use first-order interpolation format to the wind, and pressure speed uses SIM - PLEC algorithm. Set the minimum grid
angle of 18 °, the minimum grid size of 0.001 mm, the largest grid size of 0.01 mm, the bedding face size of 0.01 mm,
and the grid number around 350,000.

Boundary conditions: lubricating oil flow is turbulent, and the density is 900 kg/m3. Not considering the
viscosity-temperature effect, average dynamic viscosity is 0.02 Pa- S. Set lubricating oil inlet static pressure as 0.2
MPa, inlet temperature as 40°C, and specific heat cp = 1885 J/kg-K. Set heat transfer coefficient k = 0.4 W/m- K,
outlet as open outlet (pressure is zero), the temperature of 55°C, and Journal of speed of 3000 r/min. Set the steps to
solve the convergence as100 steps, and convergence residual error as 0.0001.

Grid independence test: solving accuracy is related to the quality of grid. This paper uses ANSYS ICEM CFD to
make grid division. In the grid, Determinant2 x 2 x 2 value is bigger than 0.35, the majority bigger than 0.6,and all
inside value is bigger than 10 °,the majority more than 18 °, all these meeting the requirements. The number of grid
does not affect the solution of CFX - solver manager. Solution in different grid number is within 100 steps, fulfilling
the requirements of engineering calculation precision. Hence, the results mentioned in this paper are only related to
the quality of grid, but have nothing to do the number of grid.

Figure 2. Four watts tilting pad bearing oil film model and grid.

ANSYS Calculation and its Comparison with the Theoretical Calculation

Use calculation model mentioned in this paper to calculate the circumferential stress distribution of radial sliding
bearing in literature [8] and compare it with the calculation results of Reynolds equation as shown in Figure 3.
ANSYS calculation results are in accordance with the Reynolds equation, which verifies the reliability and
effectiveness of this method, and lays a good foundation for later study.

Figure 3. Radial sliding bearing model journal schematic and the circumferential pressure distribution.

CALCULATION RESULTS
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The Properties of Four-pad Tilting Pad Oil Film

a) oil film pressure distribution of four
pad tilting pad bearing cloud images

b) oil film temperature distribution of four
pad tilting pad bearing cloud images

Figure 4. Oil film characteristics of four watts tilting pad bearing.

Through ANSYS calculation, oil film pressure of four pad tilting pad bearing and temperature distribution cloud
images are shown in Figure 4. These pads are respectively signed 1,2,3,4 from the inlet on the tag counterclockwise.

From Figure 4 (a), it can be seen that for a certain pad, along the distribution of oil film clockwise, oil pressure
gradually increases from oil inlet pressure and reaches extremum and then gradually reduces to the next oil inlet
pressure, and oil film of pad’s fulcrum distributes unevenly. Along width of pad, oil film pressure increases to the
extreme pressure first, then decreases, and near the extreme pressure of oil film pressure distribution gradient becomes
bigger. For the entire oil wedge, oil film of eccentric shaft neck is thinner, and peak oil pressure is higher, but oil film
at the other side of the journal is heavier, and the extreme pressure of oil film is lower. And there is no negative
pressure in the entire oil wedge. From Figure 4 (b), it can be seen that the oil temperature of the entire oil wedge
uniformly distributes, but the temperature gradient of the oil film at the edges of pad1 and pad 4 away from the center
of the shaft neck is bigger. Oil film pressure of pad1 and pad 4 is lower, and the oil exchange speed is slower than the
pad1 and pad2, leading to that the oil film on them cannot be well cooled by oil.

The Influence of External Factors on the Properties of Oil Film

Other conditions unchanged, this paper respectively calculates the properties of oil film when the oil inlet pressure is
0.05MPa, 0.1MPa, 0.15MPa, 0.2MPa and compare each tile extreme pressure and extreme temperature changes as
shown in figure 5 (a, b). As the oil inlet pressure increases, oil film extreme pressure increases gradually and the oil
film temperature gradually decreases, but change is quite small. Hence, the influence of oil inlet pressure on
properties of four-pad tilting pad bearing oil film is small.

According to Mechanical Design Manual, when temperature is 20 °C, lubricating oil viscosity is 0.005 Pa·S; when
temperature is 30 °C, it is 0.005 Pa·S; when temperature is 40 °C, it is 0.002Pa·S; when temperature is 50°C,

a) Relation between oil inlet pressure
and oil film extreme pressure

b) Relation between oil inlet pressure
and oil film temperature

c) Relation between oil inlet
temperature and oil film extreme

pressure
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d) Relation between oil inlet
temperature and oil film temperature

e) Relation between bearing
eccentricity and oil film extreme

pressure

f) Relation between bearing
eccentricity and oil film temperature

g) Relation between turbine speed and oil film extreme
pressure

h) Relation between turbine speed and oil film temperature

Figure 5. The comparison chart of four watts tilting pad bearing oil film features.

it is 0.0015Pa·S. Respectively Calculate the properties of four pieces of bearing shell oil film, and compare extreme
pressure and extreme temperature change of every shell as shown in Figure 5 (c, d). With the increase of oil inlet
temperature, the oil viscosity reduces and the oil film extreme pressure reduces gradually. However, the temperature
of four bearing shells distributes equably and the oil film temperature rises gradually and uniformly. Hence, the
influence of oil inlet temperature on the properties of four-pad tilting pad bearing oil film is small. But in the
operation oil inlet temperature should be strictly controlled to prevent the oil viscosity from reducing, the oil film
bearing capacity from becoming weak, and bearing pad from being burned in too high temperature.

Respectively calculate the pressure extreme value and the temperature of oil film on the four bearing pads as shown in
Figure 5 (e, f), when bearing eccentricity is 0.01 - 0.06 mm. By Figure 5 (e), we can see that with the increase of
eccentricity, the oil film pressure on the second and the third bearing pad increases gradually, but the oil film pressure
on the first and the forth pads decreases. The pressure differential among every pads increases; the oil film distributes
unevenly, and fluctuations become greater. But according to Figure 5 (f), the eccentricity has no effect on the oil film
temperature.

Other conditions unchanged, respectively calculate the properties of the oil film of four bearing shells bearing at
different rotation speed of bearing journals as shown in Figure 5 (g, h). It can be seen that, as the turbine speed
increases, pressure of bearing shell gradually increases and bearing journal deflects, the pressure of two bearing shells
is bigger. At the same time, in the process of steam turbine beginning to work, temperature of bearing shell rises
quickly. When it reaches 3,000 r/min, temperature becomes stable and doesn’t vary with the. Hence, when steam
turbine is running, rotating speed should be strictly controlled to prevent Tilting-pad from deforming due to the huge
oil film extreme pressure.

CONCLUSION

Based on CFD method, with the aid of ANSYS software, this paper respectively calculates the properties of four-pad
tilting pad bearing oil film and analyzes the influence of oil inlet pressure, oil inlet temperature, offset and speed of
journal on the properties of four-pad tilting pad bearing oil film. Through comparing calculations, results are as
follows:
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1) Considering the mutual interference between clearance and bush, this paper verifies that ANSYS can
effectively simulate flow field in narrow gap of tilting pad bearing oil film, laying a foundation for the
following theoretical analyses.

2) This paper analyzes the properties of four-pad tilting pad bearing oil film and compares the properties of oil
film in different conditions. The conclusion was drawn by comparison: the influence of oil inlet pressure on
properties of oil film is smaller; the influence of oil temperature, offset and the speed of journal on the
properties of tilting pad bearing oil film of steam turbines is bigger, therefore these three parameters should be
strictly monitored.

3) Methods mentioned in this paper can accurately calculate the influence of external parameters change on the
properties of oil film, which can be used as the theory basis of steam turbine rotor vibration. They provide
basic data for actual designs and experiments in order to achieve the purpose of reducing economic loss.
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